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Regional Team Problem  
March 17, 1999  
Using Antibiotics


Directions:

Read the background information and the problem.  Look over the scoring rubric then do the problem.  DO ALL DRAFT WORK ON SEPARATE PAPER.  Present your final answer and support work on the answer form only.  Make sure that team member names, school name and team number are on the answer form.

The Background Information:

To control serious (gram-negative) infections like pneumonia, bactericidal antibiotics are used.  For a particular infection, call it math-itis, we need to use a very expensive antibiotic that comes in 20 milligram tablets only.  This antibiotic needs to be administered orally every eight hours and has a half life of eight hours.  That is to say in eight hours half of the dose will still be in the blood system and half of that after another eight hours.  To kill the math-itis bacteria, there must be at least 4 milligrams of the antibody in the system for every liter of plasma (blood) in the patient over a period of not less than 10 days.  Also the patient should not be subjected to more than 8 milligrams per liter of plasma at any time.  One important side effect is a severe reaction in the patient if ice cream is consumed when more than 2 milligrams of antibiotic per liter of plasma is still in the patient's system.

The amount of plasma in a human is calculated by the following two formula:

The volume of plasma in liters is 0.25 liters/kilogram times the ideal body weight in kilograms plus 0.1 liters/kilogram times the difference between the ideal body weight(in kg) and the actual body weight (in kg) 

where the ideal body weight is found by the appropriate formula:
∑	male ideal body weight is 106 pounds plus 6 pounds for every inch over 5'
∑	female ideal body weight is 100 pounds plus 5 pounds for every inch over 5'

The Problem:

A 5 foot 8 inch 183 pound woman has math-itis and you need to calculate her prescription.

Your specific question is what should be the prescription (how many tablets taken at each of the three times) and in how many days will it be before the patient will be able to eat ice cream?  Remember to make the prescription as cost effective as possible and to support all your decisions with any relevant mathematics and clarifying explanations.

The Scoring:

You will be scored on these areas with equal value for each bulleted area:

Understands And Applies Mathematical Concepts And Procedures

Algebraic Sense and Operations



(4 points max)
∑	Show complete understanding of how to compute human plasma volume



(4 points max)
∑	Show consistent and correct use of applicable information and procedures
 


(4 points max)
∑	Evaluate and simplify expressions accurately including correct unit conversions

Relations and Representations



(4 points max)
∑	Shows understanding of medicinal half life including effect of each dosage



(4 points max)
∑	Shows understanding of concentrations in the blood including residual concentrations



(4 points max)
∑	Shows understanding of relationship of size of person and dosage

Uses Mathematical Reasoning



(4 points max)
∑	Analysis and interpretations in designing of the correct prescription strength



(4 points max)
∑	Analysis and interpretations in designing of the correct prescription duration



(4 points max)
∑	Supports results with mathematical reasoning



(4 points max)
∑	Checks reasonableness of results

Communicates the Results



(4 points max)
∑	Demonstrates interpretations and understandings in a clear, systematic and organized manner



(4 points max)
∑	Represents the mathematical information and ideas in an effective format
 


(4 points max)
	Solution is concise and to the point





(Total points)

 ÷ 13 =


Rounded is





Team Problem Regional Sample Solution

If a female weighs 183 pounds and is 5'8" her ideal body weight would be 100+5 (8 inches over 5 ft) = 140 pounds

Dividing by 2.2 pounds/kilogram, she is 63.6 kg

Her weight in kilograms is 183 pounds/2.2 lb/kg = 83.18 kg

Her volume of plasma then must be 0.25 l/kg(63.63 kg)+0.1 l/kg(83.18-63.63)kg = 17.862 liters of plasma in the patient

Therefore to reach 4 mg/l, the subject must maintain a level of 4 mg/l (17.862 liters)=71.448 mg of antibiotics.

The dosage must be 71.448 mg/(20 mg per tablet)=3.57 tablets rounded to 4 tablets.

The maximum dosage is double 71.448 mg or 142.896 mg.

The half life of the drug in the body follows the following:

	Residuals from Prior Dosages	Extremes
DAY 1	Initial	1/2	1/2	1/2	1/2	low	high
dosage1	160 mg				0	160
dosage2	80+	80				80	160
dosage3	80+	40+	40			80	160
DAY 2
dosage4	80+	40+	20+	20		80	160
dosage5	80+	40+	20+	10+	10	80	160
dosage6	80+	40+	20+	10+	5+....	80	160
DAY 3
dosage7	80+	40+	20+	10+	5+....	80	160
AND SO ON...

Therefore the patient needs to take 8 20 mg tablets on the first dosage to bring the level up quickly and then 4 20 mg tablets every 8 hours thereafter for 10 days.

After the last dosage, the patient will have 160 mg.  To get to a level where there is less than 2 mg per liter, the patient must get down to 2 mg/l(17.862 liters)=35.724 mg of antibiotics.  The amount in the blood will be after each of the next eight hour periods will be:
80 mg in 8 hr,  40 mg in 16 hr, 20 mg in 24 hr. 

Therefore in 24 hours the patient can have ice cream!

